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Introduction
Education for Practice
At many schools of architecture the studies are directed to practical, professional use, and this fact
results in different attitudes. But normally, it will be so that the longer the student goes in the study the
more aspects from practice will be involved.
Therefore, the studies passes from the work with the design itself and the more artistic sides to the
work with planning and production.
The basis of the educational progress and the professional level is research and development.
Within CAD it is important that this research develops as well the theoretical foundation and
includes experience in the practical use.
An attitude which prioritizes the practical qualifications late in the studies has of course an effect in
the CAD instruction. Tendencies to consider the computer to be a tool of drawing and visualization
will dominate, and the work with structuralized information models for a general documentation has
had minor interest until now, and this also includes the use of professional applications developed
from different conventions in support of collaboration and quality control.
The dialogue between the environment of education and research on one hand and the professional
business in practice must be considered important for the developing process in the use of CAD and
for the building of usable IT models.
The work with "The Masonry House" and later "The Building Trade House" tries to expose how a
deliberate structuralization of the CAD model early in the sketching- and planning process can
support as well the more esthetic estimates as the building technology documentation. And also point
out the professional qualifications bound up with IT to be integrated in the study course.
I have found the house interesting, at first as a mock-up at an exhibition and then as a real house
with a number of ideas of design and building technology.
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Abstract
"The Masonry House as a Digital model (presented on the ECAADE conference in Eindhoven 1994) is
now a project to an exhibition- and informationbuilding to the Copenhagen Culture City of the Year
event. The house has changed in many ways with new constructions and designs. The construction
started in the beginning of May 1996 in a park near the center of Copenhagen. The project is designed
by a private firm using AutoCAD and the Danish-Swedish application "Cadpoint". The School of
Architecture has contributed with a 3D-model in AutoCAD and 3DStudio to the presentation material
and given support to the structuring of the CAD-project.

Photo from exhibition 1993

The digital model 1993

Components which were not re-used.

Components re-used in the new building

After 6 days in the exhibition area, the Masonry
House was removed and deposited until the month
of May this year. In the period there were many
ideas for the reconstruction of the house until it
was decided, to rebuild it in 1996 where
Copenhagen is the culture city of the year. Now
the house should be designed for new functions
and placed in a public parc. I felt it was necessary
to make quite a new project. The exhibition house
was a mix of prefabricated elements and
constructions made on the building site. As you
can se from the illustrations, there were rather few
parts from the original project to be re-used.

First project for the exhibition building
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Computermodel from the Park. House seen from the
entrance.

"The Building Trade House" is located in an
existing park, "Aksel Møllers Have". The park as
well as the house is redesigned to fit into the new
situation. The park with a new square and the
house as an exhibition area will be used by
different artists after the culture-city-year 96.
To convince the authorities and to get money
from the sponsors a 3D-computermodel of the
house was used together with photos from the
park to make different photomontages.
The Park, "Aksel Møllers Have

From the photomontages you could also see that
problems with the daylight and in-door-climate
would occur and lead into changes in roof
construction with a closed surface instead of
glass. The house is partly financed by suppliers
of building materials, and it was the intension that
the first exhibition in the house should describe
the construction process by video recordings and
by simulated processes made from animations in
computermodels. Unfortunately, there was no
economy for that part of the project.
Photomontage from project Exterior

Photomontage from project. Interior from balcony.
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During the planning period, one year, the
architects have used the application from
Cadpoint together with Autocad. Point Architect
are using objects and give as well the structure in
213-drawings as the possibility to attach
3D-information to objects for generation of
313-models during the design proces.

The house is now under construction and even it
has changed during the last period from being a
fine transparant construction to have a more
heavy and closed appearance, the richness of the
exciting building constructions are still there and
are significant for the house.

Visiting the house when finished you will find
special glass constructions, decks, ceilings not to
mention "Jacob's LaddeC.
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